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Fig. 1. A focal surface display augments a conventional head-mounted display (HMD) with a spatially programmable focusing element placed between the
eyepiece and the underlying color display. This design depicts sharp imagery and near-correct retinal blur, across an extended depth of focus, by shaping
one or more virtual images to conform to the scene geometry. Our rendering algorithm uses an input focal stack and depth map to produce a set of phase
functions (displayed on a phase SLM) and RGB images (displayed on an OLED). Shown from left to right are: a prototype using a liquid crystal on silicon
(LCOS) phase modulator, a target scene, the optimized focal surfaces and color images displayed across three frames, and the resulting focal stack, sampled at
a near and far focus of 4.0 and 0.0 diopters, respectively. (Source imagery courtesy Unity Asset Store publisher “VenCreations.”)
Conventional binocular head-mounted displays (HMDs) vary the stimulus
to vergence with the information in the picture, while the stimulus to accommodation remains fixed at the apparent distance of the display, as created
by the viewing optics. Sustained vergence-accommodation conflict (VAC)
has been associated with visual discomfort, motivating numerous proposals
for delivering near-correct accommodation cues. We introduce focal surface
displays to meet this challenge, augmenting conventional HMDs with a
phase-only spatial light modulator (SLM) placed between the display screen
and viewing optics. This SLM acts as a dynamic freeform lens, shaping
synthesized focal surfaces to conform to the virtual scene geometry. We
introduce a framework to decompose target focal stacks and depth maps
into one or more pairs of piecewise smooth focal surfaces and underlying
display images. We build on recent developments in "optimized blending" to
implement a multifocal display that allows the accurate depiction of occluding, semi-transparent, and reflective objects. Practical benefits over prior
accommodation-supporting HMDs are demonstrated using a binocular focal
surface display employing a liquid crystal on silicon (LCOS) phase SLM and
an organic light-emitting diode (OLED) display.
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INTRODUCTION

A modern head-mounted display (HMD), as designed for virtual
reality (VR) applications, is a simple construction placing viewing
optics (e.g., a magnifying lens) between the user’s eye and a display screen. This configuration is replicated for binocular stereo
configurations: one set of optics and one display, or portion of a
display, is dedicated to each eye. In this manner, a binocular HMD
depicts stereoscopic imagery such that the user perceives virtual
objects with correct retinal disparity, which is the critical stimulus
to vergence (the degree to which the eyes are converged or diverged
to fixate a point) [Peli 1999].
VR viewing optics typically create a virtual, erect, magnified image of the display screen, located at a fixed focal distance from the
user [Cakmakci and Rolland 2006]. Thus, current VR HMDs do not
correctly depict retinal blur, which is the critical stimulus to accommodation (the eyes’ focusing response). The resulting vergenceaccommodation conflict (VAC) has been attributed as a source of
visual discomfort: viewers report eye strain, blurred vision, and
headaches with prolonged viewing [Shibata et al. 2011]. VAC has
also been linked to perceptual consequences, affecting eye movements and the ability to resolve depth [Hoffman et al. 2008].
A multitude of “accommodation-supporting” HMD architectures
have been proposed to depict correct or near-correct retinal blur,
thereby mitigating VAC (see Table 1). As surveyed by Kramida [2016],
these architectures are distinguished by the fidelity to which they
synthesize retinal blur. At one end of the spectrum are designs that
effectively extend the user’s depth of focus (DOF), allowing the
virtual image to remain sharp, independent of the user’s accommodative state. This includes varifocal displays that dynamically
adjust the focus of the HMD, contingent on the detected eye gaze.
While addressing blurred vision induced by VAC, such displays
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